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ABSTRACT

A thin layer dielectric laser accelerator is proposed and ana
lytical expressions are given for accelerating wave structures. All 
necessary ingredients for a full study of the beam dynamics inclu
ding longitudinal and transverse collective effects are calculated. 
Expressions are found for the coupling impedance between the bunched 
beam and the accelerator as well as for the total parasitic energy 
loss. Integrals are given for the wake potentials inside the bunch. 
Dielectric strip line technique may be used to feed the structure 
with laser light and to focus and steer the light towards the beam.

INTRODUCTION

The very intense electromagnetic field produced by a laser beam 
gave rise to various ideas of how to use the field for acceleration 
of charged particles to very high energies. We will consider here 
only th^_^o called "near field accelerators". A material or a 
grating is used to slow down the phase velocity of the laser wave 
to the particle velocity and to turn the electric field-vector of 
the transversely polarized wave towards the direction of the beam 
axis. The partciles travel near to the surface of the material or 
grating. In specific there exists the idea of using a half space 
filled with a dielectric medium and laser light coming from the 
inside towards the surface to the vacuum having a total reflection. 
This scheme has some practical problems but is the easiest one to 
describe mathematically. The idea of using gratings^ seems to be 
more realistic but needs further studies of all the collective 
effects which are very likely to limit strongly the maximum number 
of particles which can be accelerated in one bunch. A calculation 
of the beam induced electromagnetic fields on a grating can only be 
done by means of numerical computations.

In this paper we will describe a dielectric near field accel
erator which consists of a thin layer on a meatllic surface. The 
system has two main components: the feeding in part and the beam 
line. For the electromagnetic fields on the beam line simple ex
pressions are given. The coupling impedance between the beam and ^  
the fields are calculated as well as the fundamental beam loading 
Integrals describe the beam induced deccelrating and deflecting 
forces (wake potentials) and the total parasitic energy loss. Thus 
all essential ingredients are available to study the beam dynamics 
including collective effects such as bunch lengthening or shortening 
and transverse instabilities and beam break up.

For the feeding in device a mathematical method is described 
which enables the calculation of coupling coefficients between the
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incoming light wave and the accelerating wave. A dielectric
strip line technique may be used to concentrate the fields in the 
beam region and to steer the light towards the beam line. Since a 
dielectric layer and a grating have almost the same wave structure 
the beam dynamics should also be very similiar in both accelerators.

THE SURFACE WAVES

The particles to be accelerated travel at the speed v=j?»c z  c 
at distance d above the surface of a thin dielectric layer on an 
infinitely conducting plate of metal, see Fig. 1. In order to

Fig. 1. A thin layer of 
a dielectric on a metal 
and particles moving in 
z direction at distance 
d above the surface.
The thickness of the 
plate is a, the dielec
tric constant is £ .r

accelerate the partciles efficiently we have to find travelling 
waves in +z direction with phase velocity equal to c. The waves also 
should carry a finite energy in the fields (evanescent in y direc.). 
General expressions for such fields may be found in any’text book on 
micro wave theory. For the wave numbers in medium A and B we find :

medium A : k2 o - k2X ♦ k2y + k2 z
medium B : L k2r o ii K

X
 

K + k 2 + k2 0

, k =k , k2=-K2, k2=K2 , K r e a l + p o s ( l )  z o x y
, k , (£ -l)k2=K2 + i2 (2)x J r  o o

The field components may be derived from the two vector potentials:

e* E (1/KZ_) cos Ky exp(-jk x I 0 7 o
curl A

E (1 /K ) sin Ky exp(-jk x II ' o
curl A

(z-ct))•

(z-ct))•

I

l

exp (-K(x-a) ) j a £ x  
cos£x/cos£a j  0£ x ¿a

exp (-K(x-a) ) ) a^=x 
sin^x/sin^a j 0£.x ¿sa

(3)

(4)

E-j. and E are the amplitudes of the electric longitudinal field at
the surface. Wave type I has no magnetic component in x direction, 
type XX has no electric field perpendicular to the surface. For an 
arbitrary initial phase of the particles =k (z-ct) the electric 
fields of wave I in the vacuum read as:

E exp (-K d) ( e ((K /k )+(k /K )) sin<b cos K y In n x ~ ~ ~ ~n o o n
+ ef
+ e

( K / k ) n o sinA sin K y n
cos cos K y ) n

(5)
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For a given frequency k the K have to be solutions of :
°  ?n 2 2K • l = $tan^a ; (£ -l)k = K + f ; O 0  , R ) 0 (6)n r r o n J J n

The two curves are illustrated in Fig. 2. The given frequency
corresponds to the big circles and it can be seen that only a finite
number of solutions (small circles) exist. The cut-off frequencies
for the modes are given by poles of the tan-function as :

akT = nlT/i/l '• ' ; 11=0,1,2,... (7)Ic,n V
For the second set of waves we find the electric fields above the 
dielectric at a initial phased to be:
E T = E exp (-K d) (-e (k /K ) sin<p sin K y I In I In n y o n  n-

+ ̂  cos<b cos K y )z 1 n
The K are now solutions of the two equations :

K =-C cot (a ; (£-1) k2 = K2 + f 2 ; C)0 , K >0n * ■> r o n n
These equations are illustrated in Fig.3. The cut-off frequencies 
are found to be :

ak = ((2n+l)/2)'tr -l1 ; n=0,l,2.. (10)llc,n 1 r

Fig. 2 The two curves giving Fig. 3 The two curves giving
the eigen solutions K of wavel the eigen solutions K of wave IIn n
Both types of waves are able to accelerate partciles at the speed of 
light. The wave numbers K must be real and positiv to keep the 
energy in the field concentrated in a region near the surface. The 
y dependence of the field follows with the same wave numbers just 
by solving the boundary value problem and by asking for waves with 
phase velocity equal to the speed of light. Since for any given fre
quency only a finite number of eigen waves are found there must 
exist other field types on the structure. An arbitrary field cannot 
be described by a finite set. In order to find such fields we have 
to give up the condition for the phase velocity.

( 8 )

(9)
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THE PLANE WAVE PACKETS

Any plane wave falling onto the dielectric surface from the 
medium A will result in a travelling wave, see Fig. 4. Again there

exist two types of waves, called III and 
IV, depending on whether the electric or 
magnetic field vector is parallel to the 
x-z plane.Both waves always fulfill the 
boundary conditions for any incident 
angle'f and at any frequency. There may 
also be an angled between the direction 
of the wave and the z direction. Since 
we are interested in waves travelling 
in +z direction we restrict the angle 
to £0 ,1172] and assume for any nonzero^ 
a pair of waves at +/-*)* with the same 
amplitude resulting in a sinusoidal de
pendence in y. Without writing down the 
rather lengthy expressions for the field 
we conclude that for a given frequency 
and a given wave number in y the fields 
are functions of the parameter^ . An 
arbitrary field on the dielectric plate 

may now be written as a sum over the surface waves plus integrals 
over the plane waves (see for example ref. 11,13) : (11)

E =  ^  ainEIn + ^70aiInEIIn + |  aiII (*f)EIII + W v  (<f)EIV ̂  d<f
Each single plane wave of type III or IV has a sinusoidal dependence 
in x direction and thus carries an infinite energy. The physical 
constraint is that the total field is of finite energy :

......  *

Fig. 4 The two possible 
polarisations of plane 
waves falling on the 
dielectric plate.

(am  w + a. < 00.IT«f)) d«fp
Thus the angular distributions a 

ial
> 1V  The scalar product of the polynomials p

( 12)

and
. j and a^v may be written as a sum 

over orthonormal polynomials whicn form a complete set on the inter- 
valE?.»/2l 1?- •' 
the fields E^
running index according to p

n ir/2-
$pn (f)

M .  E M  yi elds a set of wave packets wi?h the

III,IV n (13)
Any field on the structure may now be written as a sum :
J ) V jr  00 00E = 7  Et + 7" E **• T  TT eTT7 (14)In r—  I In Illn IVnon *0 -n = o on— ■ v on -  0

The su mmin g  index of the two first sums is limited by the number 
of surface waves at the given frequency. The. wave packets have dis
tributions over the phase velocity which extends from c to infinity. 
These waves never couple to a surface wave if the structure is per
fect. These waves will be used to feed the accelerator with light 
as will be shown later on.
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BEAM DYNAMICS

The surface waves I and II are the only ones which determine 
the dynamical behaviour of the particles. For both mode types we 
find that the accelerating forces fall off exponentially from the 
dielectric surface as :

F = e E exp znl,II I, Iln ("K d) n cos ̂ cos V (15)
The transverse forces due to both waves read as :

FxnI,II = 6 EI,IIn eXp (-Knd) sin <|> cos K y n (16)

FynI,II = 6 EI,IIn eXp (-K d) n sin<̂ > sin K y n (17)
The force in x direction tries to push the particles away from the 
dielectric surface. It has been suggested^ to compensate this force 
by a static magnetic field. Such a field on the dielectric surface 
could easily produced by a dc current in the metallic plate, Fig.5.

Fig. 5 A magneto
static field pro
duced by a dc 
current in the 
metal plate for 
compensating the 
deflecting force 
in x direction

The betatron wave numbers are then found to be :

~k(ly= ^ x  =eEI,Xl'Kn' sinfexp(-Knd) / (k^) , with ZQ=- if/'Wfo'

Hy, stat. = EI)II'Kn'sin<t>'exp('Knd) 1 (ko V  ’ E0=nom-energy
The forces in y direction are always defocussing. This fact may be 
overcome by switching the initial phase of the partciles with re
spect to the wave from +<|) to -<̂> by changing the wave phase as 
suggested by Kroll and Palmer for grating structures.17 jn this 
case the dc field has to alternate also and thus cannot be provided 
by a dc current in the plate anylonger. Phase switching provides 
an alternating gradient focussing in the transverse plane but 
whether a focussing is necessary at all can only be decided for a 
specific set of parameters.
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The forces induced by the beam itself are proportional to the 
number of particles per bunch. Since the surface waves I and II are 
the only ones which can accelerate the bunch these waves are also 
the only ones which may take energy away from the partciles. The 
collective effects may be described using the formalism of loss-
parameters and wake potentials^ 
length we find:

For the lossparameters per unit
4 c Z

k  'nil

0
V  a M
4 c Z,
'ft' M

exp(-K d) n

exp(-K d) n

2 2 a K n
1+a^k^/a^K^)» (1+aK /cos^F a) o n  n s n

2 2 a K n
(1+a.^k^/a^K^) • ( 1+aK /sin\ a) o n  n P n

(19)

( 20 )

M is the number of half wave lengths in y direction taken into 
account for the integration of the total stored energy in the modes. 
The accelerating voltage is integrated at y=0 and at distance d above 
the surface. Both lossparameters fall off exponentially from the die
lectric surface and both scale like a"2. The other terms in the ex
pressions depend not on a but on ak !

The voltage which is induced by a Gaussian bunch into the fund
amental accelerating mode may now be calculated by the well known 10 
formula = 2 q exp (-k2 o'2/2 ) with q as the total charge in the 
bunch and with 6̂  the r.m.s. bunch length. The full formalism of the 
conventional accelerators- may be applied.

The total energy lost by a bunch is somewhat more difficult to 
evaluate since a dielectric layer is no resonator. The bunch will 
couple to all frequencies of all the surface modes. Thus we find :®  co

K „(*) - Zt0t n=0
00

+ z
n=0

5ak

J

k T (ak ) j (ak ) d(ak ) In o o o
Ic,n

r-fk (ak ) j (ak ) d(ak ) I In o o o
IIc,n

( 2 1 )

<\>j (ak ) is the normalized frequency spectrum of the bunch power 
spectrum which corresponds to the bunch form factor exp(-k̂ ff'̂ ) . 
The total parasitic losses can now be obtained by subtracting the 
loss into the accelerating mode from the above expression. The wake 
forces inside the bunch depend only the the partciles infront of 
the position s where the potential is to be calculated. Due to cau- 
saltiy a partcile at position s can see fields only from earlier 
particles. Thus we obtain :

w(s) = 2-q
CO

2n=0
CO
Zn=0

5 r>J
kfn(ak^) j(ak , s) cos(sk) d(ak_)

akIc,n
00

( 22)

ak‘
*k (ak ) j(ak ,s) cos(sk) d(ak ) 1 in o o 6 o

lie ,n 1
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’j (ak ,s) is the frequency spectrum of the bunch current cut off at 
s inside the bunch.

Since the transverse deflecting forces and the longitudinal 
forces are due to the same waves on the accelerator the full beam 
dynamics including collective effects may be investigated using 
the equations given above.

FEEDING THE ACCELERATOR WITH LASER LIGHT
The wave structure on the dielectric accelerator described 

above splits into two groups of fields: one which couples to the 
beam and one which does not couple to the beam having a phase velo
city always greater than the speed of light. Unfortunately the waves 
which do not interact with the beam are the only ones which are able 
to feed in energy from above the dielectric layer. Thus we need a 
device which couples the two types of waves. A simple example of

Fig. 6 Two simple structureswhich transfer energy from the in
coming laser wave to a surface wave of type I or II
such a structure is given in Fig.6 . Both devices are able to trans
fer energy from an incoming laser wave to surface waves travelling 
to the right hand side. The frequency may be chosen such that only 
the surface wave E-j- j is excited. The mathematics to solve this kind

* of problem is reduced to the problem of
Fig.7. By standart eigenmode^ technique 
using the incoming field ( 1 ) plus two 
sets of forward and backwards travelling 
waves on the left hand side
the field may be matched to a sum over 
waves running to the right hand side con
taining the accelerating mode. After in
verting a matrix the transmission coe
fficient from the incoming laser wave to 
accelerating wave is known. Since the 
surface waves must have a y dependence 
a complementary set of two laser waves is 
used with the same amplitudes. This fact 

also solves the problem of keeping the feeding-in device away from 
the beam axis. The most simple arrangement which could do the job

Fig. 7 The basic problem 
to be solved for calcu
lating the coupling
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is shown in Fig. 8. In
stead of a dielectric 
plate a dielectric strip
line device is used. The 
side lines may be adjusted 
to the light aperture and 
may be tapered in addition 
in order to focus the in
coming wave towards the 
beam line. The center 
strip may be kept small 
in order to concentrate 
the fields near the beam. 
Phase switching can be 
done by interupting the 
the dielectric layer under 
the beam.Although the 
fields on such strip lines 
are no longer given by 
simple expressions they 
still may be calculated by 
standard techniques of 
microwave theory 15,16 ̂
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Fig.8 A laser accelerator feeding in 
the light over two side lines. The strip 
lines are used to focus and steer the 
light towards the beam line in the center


